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Abstract: In this paper, the correlation of impedance matching and optical emission spectroscopy
during plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) was systematically investigated in
SiH4 plasma diluted by various hydrogen dilution ratios. At the onset of nanocrystallinity in SiH4−

depleted plasma condition, the SiH+ radical reached a threshold value as the dominant radical, such
that a-Si to nc-Si transition was obtained. Furthermore, the experimental data of impedance analysis
showed that matching behavior can be greatly influenced by variable plasma parameters due to the
change of various hydrogen dilution ratios, which is consistent with the recorded optical emission
spectra (OES) of Hα* radicals. Quadruple mass spectrometry (QMS) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) were employed as associated diagnostic and characterization tools to confirm the
phase transformation and existence of silicon nanocrystals.

Keywords: nanocrystalline; hydrogen dilution ratio; optical emission spectroscopy; crystalline
fraction; crystallite size; impedance analysis

1. Introduction

Compared to the hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), nano-crystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) films
exhibit outstanding properties in terms of tailorable band-gap [1] and higher carrier mobility [2,3], and
are possibly capable of boosting the conversion efficiency of silicon-based thin film solar cells [4,5].

In order to promote phase transition from a-Si:H to nanocrystallization of the nc-Si:H thin films,
the plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) system is widely used [6,7]. Processing
parameters of argon dilution [8,9], deposition pressure [10], power density [11], SiH4 flow [12],
temperature [13], ratio of H2/SiH4 [14], excitation frequency [15], and electrode separation [16] have
been investigated. In addition, SiH radicals have a crucial influence on nc-Si deposition [17].

In order to characterize the transition zone and film properties of the PECVD deposition process,
the utilization of plasma diagnostic tools is a crucial step that includes optical emission spectroscopy
etc. [18–20]. Furthermore, threshold ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) is an important tool for
optimizing PECVD processes [21] with relative densities of ground-state source radicals and their
evolution with hydrogen input [22]. In addition, film characterization tools such as Raman spectroscopy
are invaluable to investigate the inherent structure [23,24] and predict the phase transition due to
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emission radicals at 520 cm−1 spectrum [25], which is assigned to the transversal optical (TO) mode
of crystal grains of different sizes and whose significance regarding phase transition in the Raman
spectrum showed that the optical mode of crystalline silicon located at ~520 cm−1 was primarily
attributed to the quantum-sized confinement of phonons in nanocrystallites [26,27].

During the PECVD deposition process, the impedance analyzer can also be simultaneously
conducted for predicting the plasma conditions of the critical point of transition [28]. One particularly
useful tool for monitoring the impedance matching is the Smith chart (graphical impedance chart) [29].
The Smith chart can be used to find a lossless transmission-line for desired impedance matching [30,31].

The PECVD-deposited material quality in terms of plasma-based characterizations has been
previously carried out by our group [14,32,33]. In this paper, the investigation of deposition processing
parameters on plasma impedance and structurally evolved properties was studied simultaneously by
the plasma diagnostic tools and impedance analyzer.

2. Experimental

2.1. Film Preparation

Intrinsic hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) thin films were deposited by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) with RF power frequency 13.56 MHz (PE-001;
Creating Nano-Technologies, Tainan City, Taiwan). PECVD equipment is indigenously designed
and locally fabricated. Silane (SiH4) was used. The substrate temperature was fixed at ~210 ◦C. The
detailed processing parameters can be listed as follows: power 100 W; pressure 300 mTorr; source gas:
SiH4, H2, and Ar; SiH4 gas-flow 5 sccm; Ar gas-flow 3 sccm; H2 gas-flow can be varied as 25, 50, 100,
150, or 200 sccm; deposition time 60 min; electrode distance 25 mm; and substrate temperature 210 ◦C.
Hydrogen dilution ratio is defined as the ratio between the hydrogen flow-rate divided by the silane
flow-rate (R = H2/SiH4), which is the same definition as investigated previously in PECVD nc-Si:H
films [14]. The substrate of CZ(100) n-type single-side polished wafer was used for all the experiments.
The wafers were initially cleaned in a procedure that involved acid cleaning with H2O2:H2SO4 = 1:2
solutions for 5 min, 2% HF dipping for 1 min to remove native oxide, and the use of a load-lock chamber
prior to each deposition to prevent oxygen contamination. Experimentally, processing parameter of
hydrogen dilution ratio—R (R = 5–40)—was utilised and the associated plasma characteristics were
monitored simultaneously via the diagnostic tools. In particular, the improved process stability on an
extremely thin silicon interface passivation layer had been validated via the optimal predeposition
time on the chamber wall [32], such that the chamber conditions were well maintained before each
dilution experiment. In addition, the substrate holder and deposition chamber were thermally baked
for two hours at 210 ◦C to prevent any water vapor and oxygen contamination.

2.2. Film Characterization

In order to quantitatively characterize the deposited films, various tools such as quadruple mass
spectrometry (QMS, PSM003P, Hiden, Warrington, UK), optical emission spectroscopy (OES, usb2000+,
Ocean Optics, Winter Park, CO, USA), threshold ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS, PSM003P,
Hiden), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM2000FXII, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) were used. In
addition, Zscan (3155135-003E, Advanced Energy, Fort Collins, CO, USA) primarily observed the effect
of impedance matching time on the plasma discharge intensity.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Optical Emission Spectra Spectroscopy Analysis

In order to study the plasma characteristics such as the relative radical concentration of SiH*, Hα,
etc., we initially examine the spectra of spatially resolved optical emission spectra (OES) measurements.
Figure 1a shows OES spectra of ignition step correlated with the parameter R, indicating the stable
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plasma can be well maintained during the deposition process, irrespective of the values of dilution
ratio. The duration of ignition step in Figure 1a varies depending on the dilution ratio and zoomed in
Figure 1b, which shows the results of both automatic and manual tuning, respectively. The matching
results can be closely correlated to the matching progress and will be described in Section 3.4 later. In
addition, all the deposition parameters in the ignition step are the same as those in the main deposition
step, except for the dilution ration R. Figure 1b shows transient behavior in the initial 15 s of the
recorded time-resolved signal for Hα intensity, which will be later compared with the impedance
matching results. After the plasma ignition step, a relatively stable and steady-state intensity was
observed such that a gradual rise in intensity occurred with increase of dilution ratio during the initial
15–20 s. Figure 1c shows the OES plasma characteristics. The main excited radicals are SiH* (414.30 nm),
Hβ (486.10 nm), Hα (656.30 nm), and Ar* (750.30 nm), which can be experimentally observed and
associated with the electronically collided dissociation of SiH4 source gas. In fact, all cases of dilution
ratio in this investigation can be automatically tuned, at a duration of 1–3 min. However, due to the
time requirement from a stability concern, the auto-tune time was set below 4.5 s. The manual tuning
required to reach matching is approximately 12 s, as recorded from Figure 1b. The reason that these
three dilution ratios (R = 10, 30, and 40) needed to be manually tuned may be partially attributed to
the significantly different plasma composition of the electron collision and dissociative excitation of
SiH4 source gas. Furthermore, the various tuning algorithms from the matching box were considered
to be highly classified and patented technology. A previous study also demonstrated that both the
crystallization rate index (Hα*/SiH*) and the electron temperature (Si*/SiH*) increase in proportion to
the increase of the dilution ratio [14]. Furthermore, quadruple mass spectra (QMS)-measured results
indicated the radicals SiHx (0 < x < 4) reached various critical points of relative densities since the
dilution ratio changes due to the different depletion level of silane radicals [14].
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3.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the films deposited under R = 40 were prepared
to validate the phase transformation of nanocrystalline grains. A large amount randomly distributed
nanocrystal grains (dark regions) can be observed in Figure 2a. The inset shows the corresponding
diffraction pattern, indicating the clear diffraction rings corresponding to Si <111>, Si <221>, and Si
<311> from inside to outside, respectively. In addition, Figure 2b shows the discernably well-defined
c-Si planes in <111> and <221> orientations. The effect of different hydrogen dilution ratio (R) along
with Si <111>, Si <221>, and Si <311> orientations of nc-Si:H thin films has been analyzed by previous
XRD spectra [14]. The effect of different hydrogen dilution ratio (R) can be analyzed by XRD spectra,
as shown in Figure 3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) (APEX II, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA; X-ray wavelength
is 0.154 nm) was utilized to investigate the crystalline structure and crystal orientation. The diffraction
patterns were obtained in the 2θmodel (Bragg-Brentano configuration) with incident angle (2θ), with
a glancing angle in the range of 20◦–60◦. Experimental results indicated that at a comparatively
lower hydrogen dilution ratio in the range of R = 5–20, there is no visible diffraction peak at <111>

crystallographic planes (2θ ~28.6◦), indicating the amorphous films. In contrast, as the hydrogen
dilution ratio increased to R = 30–40, a discernable <111> diffraction peak was observed in conjunction
with the relatively weak peaks of <221> and <311>, respectively (2θ ~47.25◦ and ~56.1◦), validating
the occurrence of amorphous to crystalline phase transition, as evidenced in a previous study [14].
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Figure 3. Low-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) deposited nc-Si:H films.

3.3. Quadruple Mass Spectra

Residual gas analysis (RGA) was performed to evaluate plasma composition in the mass range
0–70 amu, as shown in Figure 4a. The main silane radicals such as SiH3*, SiH2

+, SiH+, and Si+

(31–28 amu) were selectively observed, to evaluate their respective contribution to film growth.
Figure 4b shows the TIMS-measured results of four mono-silane radicals (SiH3

+, SiH2
+, SiH+, and Si+).

The detail calculation of Raman spectroscopy analysis and relevant transformation (a-Si to nc-Si) of
quantitative structural information on the deposited thin films is similar to the previous study [14] such
that the Levenberg–Marquardt method [14] was used to evaluate the crystalline fraction (XRaman) [34].
Figure 5 shows the Raman spectra of Si:H films deposited at different hydrogen dilution ratios (R).
In particular, typical de-convoluted Raman spectra for a hydrogen dilution ratio of 40 is shown in
Figure 5. The volume fraction of crystallites and crystallite size was evaluated as follows. Crystalline
fraction (XRaman) can be calculated using Equation (1) [35]:

XRaman =
Ic

( Ic + Im + Ia)
(1)

where Ic is the integrated intensity of the crystalline phase near 520 cm−1, Im is the integrated intensity
of the intermediate phase around 500 cm−1, and Ia is the integrated intensity of the amorphous phase
at 480 cm−1. The crystallite size (dRaman) was deduced using Equation (2):

dRaman = 2π

√
β

∆ω
(2)

where ∆ω is the peak shift compared to c-Si peak located ~520 cm−1 and β = 2.0 cm−1 nm2 [36].
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Based on the experimental results, the onset of nanocrystallization can be validated at a hydrogen
dilution ratio of 30 as evidenced by XRaman ~31% and dRaman ~2.42 nm, which was theoretically
originating from nanocrystalline phase [27]. Increasing the hydrogen dilution ratio to 40, XRaman and
dRaman can be calculated as ~33% and ~2.58 nm, respectively. In summary, the hydrogen dilution ratio
is deemed as an essential factor for the PECVD growth of nc-Si:H films [14]. PECVD deposition shows
that the dominant SiH+ radical saturates at R ~30, such that a-Si to nc-Si transition can be obtained [34].
In the high silane dilution range of R = 30 and 40, QMS experiments confirmed that depletion of higher
silane radicals can be of crucial importance to the existence of nano-crystalline phase [37,38].

3.4. Hydrogen Dilution Ratio Impact on the Matching Network

Impedance matching is of crucial importance in the RF source and transmission-line, such that
the in-matching circuit can be power-transmitted with minimally reflected power. The matching box
for the measured RF-driven PECVD power source is schematically shown in Figure 6a.
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Considering the equivalent circuit of the RF-driven PECVD power source, the 13.56 MHz RF
power supply can be modeled as RLC circuit is in a resonant state with 50 Ω characteristic impedance.
As shown in Figure 6b, C1 and L1 are the primary parallel resonance circuit, and C2 and L2 are the
secondary series resonance circuit. The suitable matching can be implemented via the adjustable
capacitor C1 and C2. To further explore the complex plasma phenomenon and related dissociation
behavior, the waveform of coupled RF power and Smith chart were experimentally monitored.

During the matching process, a load impedance range (Z = R + jX), composed of both resistive
part and reactive parts, is required to prevent power losses. In theory, the voltage-current relationships
for a lossless two-port network can be written as follows [39]:[

V1

V2

]
=

[
jX11 jXM

jXM jX22

][
I1

I2

]
(3)

In this study, the instantaneous matching behavior of plasma radio-frequency power amplifiers is
of crucial importance primarily owing to high operating frequency (e.g., 13.56 MHz) and highly variable
load parameters [40]. Therefore, Zscan equipment is used to measure the output power stabilization
time and simultaneously compare it with OES measurement as well as the plasma discharge intensity.
Figure 7a,b and Figure 8a–c show the time-resolved signal during plasma ignition as a function of
R (R = H2/SiH4) and the tendency of forward power and reflected power in the RF energy source as
presented in the Smith chart. Generally speaking, the stable plasma state can be generated with RF
power at setting 100 W achieved to couple into the plasma, if the impedance matching can be achieved
(as measured by Smith chart and OES spectra). In the matching case, the impedance of the matching
unit was automatically or manually adjusted to approach 50 Ω, and pre-set 100 W can be coupled in
the steady-state condition. Approximately 1 W RF power was reflected back to the RF generator.
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As shown in Figure 7a,b, for the case of R = 5, the RF generator automatic matching (AUTO TUNE)
can achieve load impedance matching with a small amplitude of oscillation and fast matching time
(less than 4.5 s), and the plasma process quickly achieves stability with a variation of less than 1%. On
the other hand, for the case of R = 20, the plasma process has a great impact on the internal resistance
of the chamber, and therefore automatic matching (AUTO TUNE) falls into the unsettling mode with
relatively significant oscillation amplitude before the final matching can be achieved (~4.5 s).

Figure 8a–c shows that the change in the internal resistance of the chamber makes the RF generator
automatic matching (AUTO TUNE) fall into the unsettling mode (more than 4.5 s) with significant
oscillation amplitude. Therefore, the chamber resistance cannot be matched to the optimum-state,
such that manual matching (MANUAL TUNE) is required. Manual matching can be applied to the
optimal matching condition based on previous settling points, such that the high transmitted power of
100 W with reflected power of less than 1 W can be experimentally achieved in three cases of hydrogen
dilution ratio R = 10, 30, and 40, respectively.

Figure 9a–c showed the repeatability of impedance tuning at three different times and the related
OES intensity at R = 20. The Smith chart showed a different matching path. The reason for these
differences may be partially attributed to the initial chamber conditions and the associated complicated
plasma condition involved. However, the matching algorithm can reach the optimal matching condition
based on previous settling point such that the high transmitted power of 100 W with a reflected power
of less than 1 W can be experimentally achieved.
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4. Conclusions

Real-time measurement of plasma properties was concurrently monitored by using the plasma
diagnostic of OES for the radicals and the impedance probe for characterizing the hydrogen dilution
ratio-induced plasma variation during the silicon thin films growth. OES data showed that the main
excited radicals of SiH* (414.30 nm) can be experimentally observed and are associated with the
electronic collision and dissociative excitation of SiH4 source gas. As the dilution ratio rises, both the
crystallization rate index (Hα*/SiH*) and the electron temperature (Si*/SiH*) increase accordingly. TEM
images confirmed the existence of nanocrystalline grains. For the impedance matching behavior, the
Smith chart results show that for each dilution ratio, less than 1% of the reflected power within 9 s was
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achieved in either automatic or manual operation modes across the severely changing plasma range
of operation.
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